Comedy Central’s:
The Colbert Report
CASE STUDY:
Comedy Entertainment

"VoiceNation can handle anything,
even 40,000 Colbert fans. And don't
you forget it!"
 Comedy Central, New York, NY

The Business Challenge:

Comedy Central’s punchy political
talk show, The Colbert Report,
needed a catchy ending to their
“Hiding Gold” segment. Enticing and
exciting viewers into active
participation was their goal and a
little laughter wouldn’t have hurt
either. They decided the best solution
was to give viewers a phone number to
call that would complete their joke for
days after the segment aired, but they
needed the right voicemail company to
handle their high volume of calls.

The VoiceNation Complete Solution:

The show contacted VoiceNation,
their trusted supporter of telephony
solutions, who has extensive
experience with handling high volume
call traffic. In just minutes their
custom toll free vanity number,
888.Oops.Jewel, was ready and
waiting for The Colbert Report’s
surge of eager callers. VoiceNation
uploaded the show’s custom greeting
and configured the client’s number to
work in the way required. The system
was monitored and maintained all
night to ensure the segment’s success.

Ø The show’s viewers were able to
actively participate with the show.
Ø The Colbert Report show
experienced a successful and very
funny segment.
Results:
Ø The Colbert Report was able to
utilize their VoiceNation custom
vanity number once again.
Ø All U.S. callers were able to call
into the number without the
disruption of a busy tone or a
dropped call.

About VoiceNation:

Located in Atlanta, GA, VoiceNation is one of the few
voicemail, virtual PBX, and phone system hosts in the
country that can handle high volume call activity as
well as provide unlimited messages and fax
capabilities. Other clients include: Blue Cross/Blue
Shield, Dell, and AIG. For more information on their
products and company please visit:
www.voicenation.com.

